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Agriculture Organization, 2011. 

As J drove through the contrasting landscapes, I continued to question 
whether it would be better for the fertile highlands to carry food crops that could 
be consumed by the people in Kenya. I drove to the tea processing cent~r and 
talked to the manager, a member of the Kikuyu ethnic group, and asked him my 
question. He said that his country needed foreign incoi:ne and th~t a~art from 
tourism, exporting coffee and tea was the main opportunity for foreign income. 

As part of an increasingly globalized economy, Kenya suffers from the com
plexities of globalization. With foreign corporations owning Kenya's best lands, a 
globalized economy that thrives on foreign income, tiny farms that are unproduc
tive, and a gendered legal system that disenfranchises the agricultural lab?r force 
and disempowers the caregivers of the country's children, Kenya has multiple fac
tors contributing to poverty and malnutrition in the country. In addition to these 
structural concerns, Kenyan agro-pastoralists, especially in the northeast, have 
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suffered higher rates of famine since a drought began in the region in 2006. Agro
pastoralists raise crops and have livestock and therefore struggle against drought 
as well as livestock diseases and political conflict. 

To solve one of the structural problems, in Kenya raises another. If Kenyans 
converted the richest lands to cash crop production, how would the poor people 
be able to afford the crops? What would happen to the rest of Kenya's economy 
and the government itself if it lost the export revenue from tea and coffee? If 
Kenya lost its export revenue, how could the country pay loans it owes to global 
financial and development institutions? 

Answering each of these questions requires geographic inquiry because the 
answers are rooted in the characteristics of places and the connections those places 
have to other places. Moreover, geographic fieldwork can provide tremendous 
insi~hts into such questions. Geographers have a long tradition of fieldwork: they go 
out in the field and see what people are doing, they observe how peoples' actions and 
reactions vary across space, and they develop maps and other visualizations that help 
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